Trauma Memory Processing in Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Psychotherapy: A Unifying Framework.
Trauma memory processing (TMP) is an empirically supported approach to psychotherapy for posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). However, TMP is not a single, uniform intervention but instead a paradigm that can be operationalized through a variety of component procedures that have not been systematically elucidated and formally tested. Based on findings from phenomenological/structural and neuroimaging research, a central feature of PTSD is theorized to be the involuntary immersion in trauma memories with diminished awareness or negative appraisals of self and current context. Such intrusive reexperiencing-which is epitomized by, but not limited to, flashbacks-is postulated to underlie PTSD's avoidance, altered emotions and cognitions, dissociative, and hyperarousal/hypervigilance symptoms; it is thus a logical target for TMP. The varied approaches to TMP for PTSD are conceptualized as having the common goal of activation of the neural networks in the brain that underlie two key capacities disrupted by intrusive reexperiencing in PTSD: intentional self-referential retrieval of memories and suppression of memory retrieval. Therefore, TMP is postulated to involve two core functions (purposeful reflective remembering and memory awareness in situ) and three essential types (in vivo, imaginal, and cognitive reappraisal). Several implications of this framework for clinical practice and research on TMP for PTSD are discussed.